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Abstract
We investigated the interaction between extra-retinal rotation signals and retinal motion signals in heading perception during
pursuit eye movement. For limited viewing aperture, the variability in perceived heading strongly depends on the pattern of
motion directions. Heading towards a point outside the aperture generates nearly parallel aperture flow. This results in lower
precision of perceived heading than heading that renders the radial pattern of flow visible. We ask if the precision is limited by
the pattern of flow visible on the retina or that on the screen. During fixation, the two patterns are identical. They are decoupled
during pursuit, since pursuit changes radial flow within the aperture on the screen into nearly parallel flow on the retina, and vice
versa. The extra-retinal signal is known to reduce systematic errors in the direction of pursuit, thus compensating for the
rotational flow during pursuit. We now ask if the extra-retinal signal also affects the precision of heading percepts. It might if at
the spatial integration stage the rotational flow has been subtracted out already. A compensation beyond the integration stage,
however, cannot undo the change in retinal motion directions so that an effect of pursuit on precision cannot be avoided. We
measured the variable and systematic errors in perceived heading during fixation and pursuit for a frontal plane approach, while
varying duration, dot lifetime and aperture size. We found precision is effected by pursuit as much as predicted from the pattern
of retinal flow, while compensation is significantly greater than zero. This means that the interaction between the extra-retinal
signal and visual motion signals takes place after spatial integration of local motion signals. Furthermore, compensation increased
significantly with longer duration (0.5–3.0 s), but not with larger aperture size (10–50°). A larger aperture size did increase the
eccentricity of perceived heading. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The optic flow, the motion of light projected on an
imaginary sphere (‘optic array’) around the observer,
expands or contracts from points centered on the eye’s
translation axis. This geometry allows the brain to
assess the direction of translation with respect to the
world (heading), for instance by localising the center of
flow (CF). To use the optic flow pattern, the brain
needs to integrate (pool) motion signals from different
retinal locations. During simultaneous eye rotation, the
flow on the retina can be quite different from the optic
flow. Failure to compensate for this difference, i.e. the
rotational flow, can lead to a systematic error in per-
ceived heading. We wondered at which stage, before or
after pooling motion signals, this compensation takes
place.
Compensation for the effect of an eye rotation could
take place purely on the basis of the retinal signal, but
the brain can also exploit the extra-retinal signal on the
eye’s rotation to solve the rotation problem. Here, we
use extra-retinal signal as a generic name for efferents
to the eye muscles and afferents from proprioceptive
and vestibular sensors. The role of retinal and extra-
retinal signals has been investigated in real and simu-
lated rotation experiments. The observer either fixates
or makes a real pursuit eye movement, while in both
cases the retinal image is made to look as if the
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observer translates through a dot scene while simulta-
neously rotating the eye. When the eye rotation is
simulated, people can judge the simulated direction of
heading quite accurately for scenes extending in depth
(e.g. Rieger & Toet, 1985; Warren & Hannon, 1988;
van den Berg, 1993), but not when approach to a
fronto-parallel plane is simulated (Regan & Beverley,
1982; Rieger & Toet, 1985; Warren & Hannon, 1988,
1990; Royden, Crowell, & Banks, 1994; Grigo &
Lappe, 1999; Beintema & van den Berg, 2000). In the
latter case, the systematic errors are related in magni-
tude and direction to the shift of the center of retinal
flow caused by the rotational flow. In real eye rotation
conditions, however, little or no systematic errors occur
even for scenes without depth (Warren & Hannon,
1990; Royden et al., 1994). These findings show that:
(1) the retinal signal itself can be adequate to compen-
sate for the rotational flow given sufficient depth, but
that; (2) the extra-retinal signal also plays an important
role.
A heading model that describes the compensation for
eye rotation should ultimately account for both visual
and extra-retinal contributions. Possibly, the brain uses
a single compensation mechanism that takes as input
eye velocity, be this based on an extra-retinal or retinal
signal (Beintema & van den Berg, 1998). We here focus
on the extra-retinal mechanism, and do so by ruling out
a possible solution based on the retinal signal. As stated
above, this is accomplished by simulating approach
towards a scene without depth. Note, depth in the scene
is not strictly essential for compensation on the basis of
the retinal signal. Recently, Grigo and Lappe (1999)
reported heading is accurately perceived during simu-
lated eye rotation given the field of view is sufficiently
large (90×90°) and the flow briefly (0.5 s) presented.
Moreover, we recently found that the compensation for
simulated rotation about the line of sight is virtually
complete even for a scene that lacks depth (Beintema &
van den Berg, 2000). Since we here restrict the eye
movements to rotation about the vertical axis, and use
a very limited field of view, the conditions in our
experiment do not allow a compensation on the basis of
the retinal signal.
A number of suggestions have been made on how the
extra-retinal signal might compensate for the rotational
flow (Royden et al., 1994; Perrone & Stone, 1994;
Beintema & van den Berg, 1998; Lappe, 1998). These
models have in common the stage at which local mo-
tion signals from different retinal locations are pooled
to obtain a signal that responds selectively to the
pattern of flow directions. This hierarchical architecture
reflects the brain’s physiology (see Maunsell & New-
some (1987) for a review). Monkey studies show that
signals from cells which primarily respond to local
motion (area MT) are collected by cells that respond to
flow covering larger parts of the visual field (e.g. area
MST). Nevertheless, extra-retinal models differ signifi-
cantly regarding the level at which the interaction be-
tween the extra-retinal and retinal signals is suggested
to take place.
One scheme, after the idea by Royden et al. (1994), is
to use the extra-retinal signal to subtract out the rota-
tional flow already at the level where local motion is
represented (Fig. 1, left). Since what is to be compen-
sated (subtracted) at each retinal location is the repre-
sentation of a motion vector, we refer to this scheme as
the vector subtraction model. Alternatively, the extra-
retinal signal interacts after local motion has been
pooled (Fig. 1, right). What is to be compensated
(subtracted) then is not a representation of a motion
vector but of a motion pattern. We propose this would
require subtraction of a retinal flow activity that is
gain-modulated by an extra-retinal eye velocity signal,
hence the term ‘velocity gain field’1 (van den Berg &
Beintema, 1997; Beintema & van den Berg, 1998).
Importantly, these two models not only propose a
different type of interaction (additive or multiplicative),
but also a different stage at which the extra-retinal
Fig. 1. The extra-retinal signal could interact with retinal motion
detectors at two levels of interaction. Left: The vector subtration
model subtracts corresponding rotation flow vectors before local
motion signals are pooled into vectors. Right: The velocity gain field
model uses the extra-retinal signal after local motion signals have
been pooled.
1 More specifically, consider a cell that prefers retinal flow, such as
translational flow corresponding to a certain heading direction. Dur-
ing pursuit, the change in rotational flow R will change the cell’s
activity O by a amount O. To compensate for this activity change,
it does not suffice to subtract an extra-retinal eye velocity signal ,
because the appropriate activity to subtract should covary with other
retinal stimulus characteristics such as preferred heading. This is
accomplished to first order by subtracting a gain field activity
O/R : a derivative signal O/R, that reflects how much the
activity O will change per change in rotational flow, multiplied by the
eye’s velocity , represented by the extra-retinal signal.
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Fig. 2. Predicted variability in perceived heading as function of
simulated heading during fixation or rightward pursuit. The icons
below show corresponding retinal flow within the aperture (10°)
during fixation or rightward pursuit. The hypothetical uncertainty in
the represented vector direction and magnitude is indicated by a
circle. The velocity gain field model predicts lowest variability when
the center of retinal flow is located within the aperture. The vector
subtration model predicts lowest variability when the center of optic
flow is located within the aperture. Therefore, only the velocity gain
field model predicts a shift to the left of the heading variability curve
during rightward pursuit.
side the visible aperture (Warren & Kurtz, 1992; Crow-
ell & Banks, 1993). Moreover, the precision is
determined by the pattern of flow directions, not the
retinal velocities or locus of retinal stimulation (Crowell
& Banks, 1993). This relation between heading preci-
sion and flow pattern is explained by simple geometry
on the assumption that the visual system detects local
motion directions with only finite precision (e.g. Koen-
derink & van Doorn, 1987). To illustrate this, we
plotted a fictitious curve of the variability in perceived
heading as a function of the simulated heading, for a
non-rotating eye (Fig. 2, solid line). The icons just
below show the corresponding retinal flow patterns
during fixation. The heading eccentricity can be esti-
mated from the point where lines through the motion
vectors intersect the horizon. Evidently, a constant
uncertainty in motion direction (indicated by the circle
for the topmost vector), causes uncertainty in the point
of intersection that increases with more parallel flow.
The geometrical relationship between the precision of
recovered heading and the pattern of flow allows us to
distinguish between the two compensation schemes.
The crucial point here is that the heading represented
by cells beyond the stage of pooling, and thus our
perceived heading, will always be limited by the flow
pattern received by cells that pool local motion signals.
How would pursuit affect perceived heading precision?
As shown by the second icon row in Fig. 2, rightward
pursuit changes the pattern of the retinal flow. If com-
pensation takes place beyond the pooling stage, then
the precision of recovered heading direction will vary
with the pattern of retinal flow. This predicts that the
curve of perceived heading variability is shifted during
pursuit as much as the center of retinal flow (velocity
gain field model prediction). On the other hand, if the
rotational flow is subtracted out already at a local level
by the extra-retinal signal, then the cells that pool
motion signals are presented with the same optic flow
pattern as during fixation. In this case, one expects no
shift in the curve of perceived heading variability dur-
ing pursuit (vector subtraction model prediction).
Whether the extra-retinal signal interacts before or
after the pooling of local motion was tested in Experi-
ment I. To this end, we measured precision of perceived
heading during fixation and pursuit for various simu-
lated headings. Pilot work revealed that not only preci-
sion but also accuracy was affected by pursuit. Grigo
and Lappe (1999) showed accuracy is affected by mo-
tion duration and field of view size when eye rotation is
simulated. We therefore varied duration and field of
view size to examine whether these parameters also
affect accuracy during real eye movements. Experiment
II is a control to test an alternative explanation why
pursuit affects precision. Part of the data have been
published in van den Berg and Beintema (2000).
signal interacts with retinal signals: the vector subtrac-
tion model aims to recover a representation of the optic
flow before pooling local motion signals, while the
velocity gain field model aims to recover the optic flow
after pooling.
Several electrophysiological studies indicate that ex-
tra-retinal eye movement signals interact with visual
signals at the level of MST where cells respond to flow
patterns (Bradley, Maxwell, Andersen, Banks, &
Shenoy, 1996; Shenoy, Bradley, & Andersen, 1996,
1999). Moreover, Thier and Erickson (1991) found that
most MT cells did not respond differently to motion
induced by pursuit or to the same retinal motion in-
duced by moving the stimulus, whereas MST cells did.
Although these findings suggest that little or no interac-
tion occurs at the level of local motion sensitive cells in
MT, they still do not rule out a local subtraction of eye
movement related flow, for instance at the input stage
of area MST. We here present a paradigm to psycho-
physically test whether the interaction takes place at a
level before or after pooling of local motion signals.
For our paradigm, we were inspired by findings that
the precision of perceived heading depends on the
pattern of flow. When only a small part of the flow is
visible, thresholds for detecting a difference in heading
rise as the projected point of heading lies further out-
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2. General methods
2.1. Stimuli
Stimuli were rendered on a Silicon Graphics Onyx
workstation and backprojected (Sony VPH 1270QM
projection television, 815×611 pixels) onto a translu-
cent 60×58° screen (refresh rate 60 frames/s) in an
otherwise fully darkened room. Subjects were seated 1.5
m before the screen, with the head supported by a head
and chinrest. The position of the eye relative to the
screen was measured for the viewing eye as to present
the images in the right perspective (van den Berg, 1996).
Ego-translation was simulated by displaying image
motion on the screen that, from the eye’s perspective,
was consistent with red dots translating along the same
direction. On the screen, dots were of constant size
(0.2°). The dots formed a fronto-parallel wall that
remained parallel to the screen during the entire mo-
tion. In Experiment I, the translation of dots simulated
horizontal self-motion in a direction towards the plane,
and the subject’s task was to indicate the perceived
heading. In Experiment II, the dots translated uni-
formly in a direction along the fronto-parallel plane,
and the subject’s task was to indicate the perceived
direction of uniform motion.
2.2. Procedure
Subjects were asked to follow a horizontally moving
target by eye until the end of dot scene motion. The
pursuit target was a red annulus with innerdiameter
0.4° and outerdiameter 0.8° at eye level. The target was
not a part of the scene, its motion simulated rotation at
constant speed about the vertical axis through the eye.
The pursuit target remained visible during the whole
trial. It started its motion after having been visible for
200 ms, and always ended at the center of the screen.
To promote stable pursuit, the target moved 750 ms
before the dot scene motion was presented. To facilitate
pursuit in the small aperture flow conditions, the aper-
ture boundary moved along with the pursuit target,
mimicking the effect of tunnel vision. Pursuit was also
facilitated by presenting the trials in blocks of constant
direction and velocity of target motion (Kowler &
McKee, 1987). Immediately after the motion stopped,
the dots disappeared and a pointer appeared at the
screen center. Having adjusted the pointer according to
the task, subjects pressed the mouse button to store the
response and start a new trial.
2.3. Subjects
Seven subjects participated. Subject ANB partici-
pated only in Experiment I, and subject JG only in two
sessions of Experiment I. Subjects ANB, JS and JG
were inexperienced and naive. Subject JD and EB were
experienced, but naive. Subjects BB and JB were experi-
enced with heading stimuli and not naive towards the
aim of the experiment. Stimuli were viewed monocu-
larly with either right (ANB, JD, JB and JG) or left eye
(BB, JS and EB).
2.4. Eye moement recordings
The 2D eye movements for subject JB were recorded
using scleral coils during Experiment II. A bite board
was used to prevent head movements. The eye’s pursuit
velocity was computed after removal of saccades, and
averaged over the 0.5 s period of flow presentation. The
pursuit gain, defined as the ratio of the eye’s pursuit
velocity and target velocity, was 0.95 on average, with
0.07 SD. This average correlates with the high pursuit
gain found in a previous heading experiment (unre-
ported data) using similar flow stimuli. The average
over five individuals obtained in that experiment (0.85),
we here used as the estimate of pursuit gain.
3. Experiment I
3.1. Methods
To measure the precision and systematic error in
perceived heading as function of heading and pursuit,
each subject was presented eight different headings at
pursuit −3, 0 and 3°/s, each condition repeated 16
times. From this, we computed the standard deviation
(SD) and mean of perceived heading. Pursuit was
varied in blocks. Within each pursuit block, eight head-
ing directions (4, 12, 20 and 28°) were pre-
sented in random order, each repeated eight times.
Since the overall retinal flow magnitude increased with
simulated heading eccentricity, we worried that subjects
might base their judgements on perceived retinal speed,
rather than on the pattern of retinal flow. Therefore,
the simulated translation speed was randomised on a
trial to trial basis, varying between 1.0 and 2.0 m/s (1.5
m/s on average).
Small aperture flow was presented by displaying only
the dots within a circular boundary (10° diameter)
around the fixation point. The aperture stimuli were
presented in four conditions: two motion durations (0.5
or 3 s) and two types of scene (approaching or equidis-
tant). The approaching scene simulated dots approach-
ing the observer’s eye. These dots were distributed
within the fronto-parallel plane at an initial simulated
distance to the eye of 9.0 m, with the average number
of visible dots being 130 initially, 110 after 0.5 s and 30
after 3 s. The equidistant scene simulated approaching
dots as well, but by showing only dots between planes
at 8.25 and 9.0 m distance to the observer’s eye, we
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kept the average simulated distance to the eye constant
in time. Thus, at all times, points were moving in and
out of the window of visibility. The average lifetime of
a dot was 0.75/1.5=500 ms, and 20 dots were visible
per frame on average.
A fifth stimulus condition was included to offer a
large field of view. The flow filled the whole screen
(60×58°) and lasted 3.0 s, with 440 dots visible initially
and 110 dots after 3.0 s. The scene dimensions were
chosen so that the aperture or screen was filled with
dots during the entire presentation.
Data for the five stimulus conditions were collected
in five sessions, each lasting about half an hour, run
successively with no more than 1 day in between. A
session consisted of two triplets of pursuit blocks. The
first two sessions presented aperture stimuli of the
approaching plane. The first session consisted of a
block triplet with consecutive pursuit velocities of 0,
−3 and 3°/s, duration 0.5 s, followed by a triplet with
duration 3.0 s. The second session was a repetition of
the first, with the order of the pursuit directions re-
versed. The third session presented the large field stimu-
lus (approaching wall, duration 3.0 s) in two block
triplets, balanced in pursuit direction. The fourth and
fifth session were repetitions of the first two sessions,
now using the ‘equidistant’ wall.
Subjects were asked to indicate the direction of rela-
tive movement between the approaching dots and
themselves as they had perceived it at the end of the
trial. The pointer was a horizontally adjustable red dot
of 0.4° diameter. To familiarise subjects with the head-
ing task, subjects were given practice trials with a large
field of view and short duration (0.5 s). Practice trials
were ran prior to the first and the fourth session. A
practice sequence consisted of two triplets of pursuit
blocks in which each heading direction was presented
only once (2×3×8=48 trials in total). No feedback
was given during practice, nor during the experiment.
Practice trials were not analysed.
To compute the amount of compensation, we com-
pared the systematic error in perceived heading during
eye rotation with the shift of the center of flow (CF) on
the retina approximated by
HCF=gp  d/T. (1)
Here, gp denotes the pursuit gain,  the pursuit
target velocity (3°/s), T the translational speed and d
the simulated distance of the wall with respect to the
eye. Since subjects were asked to indicate their per-
ceived heading at the end of the motion sequence, we
take for d the simulated distance at the end of the trial,
unless stated otherwise.
To quantify the data, we described the systematic
error in perceived heading as function of simulated
heading by a linear function (Fig. 3a) with an offset P
(heading error) and a slope Gbias. The precision as
function of perceived heading was described by a non-
linear upside-down Gaussian function (Fig. 3b).
3.2. Results: small aperture approaching plane, short
duration
To examine whether local motion is pooled before or
after the compensation by the extra-retinal signal, we
first analyse the results for 0.5 s flow for an approach-
ing scene. The mean and standard deviation (SD) in
perceived heading as a function of the simulated head-
ing direction is plotted in Fig. 4. To give a representa-
tive account of subjects’s responses we plotted the data
for three subjects. For five out of seven subjects we
found a clear SD-curve minimum in the condition
without eye movement (see subjects JD and EB, Fig. 4b
solid square). Their variable error increased for heading
directions that are located outside the aperture, similar
to the results by Crowell and Banks (1993). For 2 out
of 7 (subject ANB and JG), however, we found no clear
increase of SD with heading eccentricity in the fixation
Fig. 3. Functions used to fit: (a) the mean of the perceived heading
and; (b) its standard deviation (SD) as a function of the simulated
heading. The perceived straight ahead heading HP in (a) equals the
heading error P divided by the slope Gbias.
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Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation of perceived heading direction plotted as function of simulated heading for 0.5 s observer translation towards
a wall (approaching scene). Each graph shows data for fixation, leftward (−3°/s) and rightward (3°/s) pursuit. Error bars represent (a) standard
error in the mean or (b) error in the error (SD/(2n−2)1/2 (Squires & Torrie, 1985)). Details for subject JD: In (a) the line with slope unity indicates
veridically perceived heading. The shift in perceived heading expected without compensation for rightward pursuit is illustrated by a vector
(CFshift). Given the range of simulation translation speeds and an assumed pursuit gain of 0.85, the CF shift is 15° with 3° standard deviation.
Also indicated is the failure to compensate (perceived heading error P or perceived straight ahead heading HP). In (b) the SD-curve shift HSD
is indicated, together with the shift CFshift expected when precision is limited by the retinal flow pattern.
condition (see subject ANB Fig. 4a right). Their data
were not further analysed. For the subjects that did
display a SD-minimum during fixation, we found that
the SD-minima were offset during pursuit in accor-
dance with heading precision that is limited by the
retinal flow (see JD and EB, Fig. 4b triangles). As
illustrated for subject JD, the SD-minimum during
rightward pursuit (: dotted line through SD-mini-
mum) is offset in the direction and as much as expected
if precision is determined by the pattern of retinal flow
(Fig. 2).
Regarding the accuracy of perceived heading (Fig.
4a), we observe that the perceived heading deviates
systematically from simulated. Part of this systematic
error, however, seems unrelated to the pursuit, since
during fixation all subjects, except EB, showed a slope
of perceived vs. simulated heading that is less than
unity. The other part of the systematic error does
directly relate to pursuit. As exemplified for subject JD,
the perceived heading during rightward pursuit is offset
(P) in the direction of the CF shift. This small error in
comparison to the CF shift suggests that rotational flow
is largely compensated by the extra-retinal signal.
Given the slope of perceived versus simulated head-
ing is not unity, one faces the choice what parameter
best characterises the failure to compensate for an eye
rotation (Beintema & van den Berg, 2000). A slope less
than unity could arise from a heading-dependent com-
pensation for rotation (Beintema & van den Berg,
2000). Another explanation might be, that it arises from
a bias in perceived heading towards a common refer-
ence direction that scales with simulated heading eccen-
tricity. If this bias occurs after compensation, then the
perceived heading error P is an overestimation of the
failure to compensate by an amount inversely propor-
tional to the slope Gbias. In that case, the appropriate
measure of the failure to compensate would be HP=
P/Gbias. Since HP equals the offset of the regression
line along the simulated heading axis (see Fig. 3a), we
refer to it as the heading that is perceived to be straight
ahead during pursuit. As Fig. 4a shows, the perceived
straight ahead heading, in contrast to the perceived
heading error, is much closer to the CF shift. If eye
rotation is only little compensated for, this would make
a distinction between models less sharp. Since it is not
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clear which measure of the failure to compensate is
most appropriate, we investigated additional condi-
tions that would hopefully increase the compensation.
3.3. Results small aperture: effect of duration and
simulated distance
Grigo and Lappe (1999) reported an effect of dura-
tion on the compensation in a condition of simulated
eye rotation during wall approach. This inspired us to
investigate the potential for an increase in extra-reti-
nal compensation by repeating Experiment I with
longer flow duration (3 s). Prolonged duration also
decreases the simulated distance of the approaching
wall, hence decreasing the CF shift. Since a smaller
CF shift would reduce the difference between model
predictions, we sought to decouple duration and CF
shift by also including a scene that approximately re-
mained equidistant with respect to the eye.
The mean and SD in perceived heading as function
of simulated heading is plotted in Figs. 5 and 6, re-
spectively. Different panels refer to different durations
and types of scene. The data represent the average
over five subjects (an ANOVA on the curve offsets
(SD or mean perceived heading) along the simulated
heading axis, obtained from individual fits, revealed
no significant between-subjects variations). Solid lines
are fits to the average data; a linear regression for the
perceived heading data, and an up-side-down Gaus-
sian curve for the SD-data. Duration and type of
scene affected the accuracy of perceived heading (Fig.
5). For the approaching wall, the slopes of the regres-
sion lines increase with longer duration. The offset,
either along the perceived or simulated heading axis,
are also reduced with longer duration. This implies
that the extra-retinal compensation increases with
longer duration. In contrast, the fits to the SD-curves
for pursuit (Fig. 6) appear not to be affected by du-
ration, nor by the type of scene motion.
3.4. Results for large field of iew
The results for 3 s duration (Fig. 5) still reveal
systematic errors in perceived heading during pursuit.
Fig. 5. Perceived heading error as function of simulated heading during fixation, left and rightward pursuit, for four different stimulus conditions.
The average perceived heading was computed for each subject, taken over 16 repetitions. Each data point represents the mean of these averages
from five subjects. The errorbar indicates the standard error in the mean over subjects. Also drawn are the fitted linear regressions for each pursuit
condition. Each panel represents data for another stimulus condition. Left and right panels differ in motion duration (0.5 and 3.0 s, respectively).
Top panels represent data for simulated translation towards a wall. Lower panels represent data for a scene that on average remains equidistant
with respect to the eye.
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Fig. 6. Variable error (SD) and fits as function of simulated heading for different stimulus conditions. For details, see legend Fig. 5.
The perceived straight ahead headings suggest that
about 40% of the CF shift has not been compensated.
This seems to contrast with studies with simulated
fronto-parallel plane approach, that conclude that
perceived heading during real pursuit is accurate
(Warren & Hannon, 1990; Royden et al., 1994). In
these experiments, however, the field of view was
large (up to 40°) compared to our 10° aperture. To
check whether it is the small aperture that limits the
amount of compensation, we investigated the 3 s ap-
proach of a wall condition for large field of view
(60×58°).
Fig. 7 shows the perceived heading and SD for the
large field of view, plotted as function of simulated
heading, averaged over four subjects. Data from sub-
ject EB were in this case left out because of inconsis-
tent behaviour; a peculiar lack of heading dependency
occurred during leftward pursuit, that did not occur
for rightward pursuit, nor was such asymmetry found
in any other stimulus condition or for other subjects.
Contrary to our expectation, the offset in perceived
heading during eye movement (Fig. 7a: solid triangle
and open triangle) is only little decreased with respect
to the small aperture condition (Fig. 5: 3 s approach-
ing wall). The increase in field of view did have large
effect on the perceived heading eccentricity, since the
slopes for fixation and pursuit are clearly increased.
The SD-data (Fig. 7) confirm that with less restricted
field of view, precision no longer depends on heading
eccentricity.
Fig. 7. Results for the large field condition: (a) mean (b) and standard
deviation in perceived heading as function of simulated heading
during fixation, left and rightward pursuit. Data are averaged over
subjects. Error bars indicate standard errors in the mean over sub-
jects. For the mean perceived heading, linear regression fits are
shown.
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Fig. 8. Offset of the SD-minimum (open symbols) and systematic errors in perceived heading (solid symbols) during pursuit, plotted as function
of duration. Different symbols refer to aperture stimuli (circles: equidistant; squares: approach) and large field stimulus (solid triangle:
approaching scene). The offset of the SD-minimum along the simulated heading axis (HSD) is plotted together with (a) the offset P along the
perceived heading axis, or (b) the perceived straight ahead heading HP. (c) SD-curve offsets for the equidistant and approaching scene, and CF
shifts computed for an approaching scene based on flow in initial, halfway and final frame. Offsets, collapsed over pursuit direction, and their
errorbars (SE in the mean), were obtained from fits to data pooled over subjects, using bootstrapping.
3.5. Results: fits
The mean perceived headings as function of simu-
lated heading h was quantitatively described by least-
square fitting a linear function (Eq. (2)). The standard
deviation as function of simulated heading was de-
scribed by non-linear fitting (Levenberg–Marqhuardt)
an up-side down Gaussian function (Eq. (3)). The linear
regression function (Fig. 3a) has a slope Gbias and an
offset P along the axis of perceived heading. The
Gaussian function (Fig. 3b) has horizontal width W
and amplitude A, and has its minimum SDmin at simu-
lated heading h=HSD. The iterative fits were started
with parameters A, W and SDmin set to 5, 1 and 20°,
respectively. The starting parameter for HSD was







To determine whether the SD-curve offset during
pursuit was significantly different from the failure to
compensate we needed the errors in the fit parameters.
Because these are not available for the nonlinear fits,
we applied the bootstrap method (Efron & Tibshirani,
1991; Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, & Flannery, 1994).
To obtain a reasonable dataset, for each pursuit and
aperture condition, the data (mean heading or SD) as
function of heading were pooled. For small apertures,
data were pooled over five subjects, resulting in datasets
of 40 datapoints. For the large field condition, data
were pooled over four subjects. From each dataset, 500
synthetic datasets were generated and fitted. By com-
puting the average value of each fit parameter and its
standard deviation, taken over all fits, we obtained an
estimate of the fit parameter itself and its standard
error. As an estimate of the goodness of a fit, we used
the average correlation between the fitted values and
actual data values, taken over all fits.
Correlations for the linear fits to the perceived head-
ing data (Fig. 5) were high (R0.9). Correlations were
much lower (0.3R0.7) for the non-linear fits to the
SD-data (Fig. 6), although a Gaussian seems to fit the
SD-data reasonably well. These low correlations are
caused by the large spread in SD-values between sub-
jects. Also, we find large variation in the width and
amplitude of the Gaussian fits. In fact, in 20% of the
cases, a broad parabolic function just as well fitted the
data. Nonetheless, the location of the minimum is
sharply defined, with a standard error in the SD-curve
shift HSD of less than 6°.
In Fig. 8, we plotted the locus of highest precision
(HSD, open symbols) during pursuit together with the
failure to compensate (solid symbols) as function of
duration. Fig. 8 a shows the results when we take
perceived heading error P as measure for the failure
to compensate, while Fig. 8b shows the perceived
straight ahead heading HP (see Fig. 3 for the relation
between P and HP). Results are plotted for the two
aperture stimuli (squares: approaching; circles: equidis-
tant). Also included is the failure to compensate in the
large field condition (triangles).
From Fig. 8a we observe that the SD-curve offset
(HSD=146° averaged over duration and scene con-
ditions) is much larger than the perceived heading error
(P=41° averaged over duration and scene condi-
tions). The difference between the SD-curve offset and
the perceived straight ahead heading is much smaller
(Fig. 8b). Nevertheless, a one-tailed t-test with unequal
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variances showed that the SD-curve offset is still sig-
nificantly larger than the perceived straight ahead
heading (P0.01) for the 3 s aperture stimulus.
Fig. 8 also shows the effect of aperture size on the
compensation for pursuit. Both the perceived heading
error and the perceived straight ahead heading de-
crease with larger field of view (Fig. 8a and b, solid
triangle), but this effect is not significant (compare to
the 3 s approaching scene solid square).
Taking the perceived straight ahead heading as the
failure to compensate (Fig. 8b) we can make a clear
distinction between the effect of duration and simu-
lated distance on the compensation for pursuit. For
both the approaching and equidistant scene, the per-
ceived straight ahead heading HP was significantly
smaller at longer duration (both scenes P0.05, one-
tailed t-test with unequal variances). Since the flow
for the equidistant scene (solid circle) remains con-
stant over time, we can conclude that it is the in-
creased exposure time per se that leads to increased
compensation. Thus, the decreased systematic error
found for the approaching scene (solid square) is only
partly an effect of the decreased simulated distance
towards the end of the trial.
To see how well the measured SD-curve offsets fit
the velocity gain field model predictions, we plotted
them together with expected SD-curve shifts (Fig. 8c)
for the approaching and equidistant scene. For the
equidistant scene, the predicted SD-curve shift is 18.5°
(initial frame) and fits the data at both durations
within the errorbars. For the approaching scene, the
predicted SD-curve shift fits the data at 0.5 s dura-
tion, but at 3 s duration the fit depends on our as-
sumptions how flow contributes over time. Since the
systematic error (HP) at 3 s duration is smaller for
the approaching scene than for the equidistant scene
(Fig. 8b), flow after the initial frame must contribute
to the heading percept. CF shifts based on final
frames do not fit the data at 3 s duration, but frames
halfway or before do. More precise fits would require
knowledge on the extra-retinal signal as function of
duration, and the integration of signals over time.
But, we can conclude that the data can fit velocity
gain field model predictions, and that flow between
initial frames and frames about halfway must con-
tribute to the heading percept.
Regarding the slope (Gbias) of the perceived vs. sim-
ulated heading, we find three main effects. First of
all, as shown in Fig. 9a, the slopes generally decrease
as a function of pursuit velocity. An ANOVA re-
vealed a significant (P0.01) interaction between
heading and absolute pursuit velocity on perceived
heading, pooled over all conditions and subjects. Such
interaction between heading direction and rotation
about the vertical we recently reported for perceived
heading during simulated eye movement (Beintema &
van den Berg, 2000). The relation with asymmetry in
the retinal flow we suggested in that paper applies to
the present data as well. Secondly, for fixation and
pursuit the slope tends to increase with longer dura-
tion (compare solid with open circles and squares).
An ANOVA revealed a significant (P0.01) interac-
tion between heading and duration on perceived
heading, for data pooled over pursuit velocity, aper-
ture conditions and subjects. Thirdly, compression of
perceived heading was significantly affected by aper-
ture size (compare open triangles with open squares),
decreasing with larger aperture (ANOVA, P0.01
for heading×aperture size interaction, pooled over
pursuit velocity and subjects).
Pursuit had only a small effect on the highest pre-
cision of perceived heading. Fig. 9b shows that the
minimum SD during pursuit is elevated by 1° on av-
erage compared to fixation. The retinal flow is very
similar (nearly radial) in all conditions of minimum
SD; the extra-retinal signal is much larger. Clearly, if
the extra-retinal signal combines additively with local
retinal signals (vector subtraction), the limited eleva-
tion suggests that the level of noise in the extra-reti-
nal signal is quite low. This raises the question
whether the variation in perceived heading is to the
largest extent dependent on the retinal motion uncer-
tainty. Is an alternative explanation of our results in
terms of vector subtraction possible?
Fig. 9. (a) Slope of perceived vs. simulated heading as function of the
absolute pursuit velocity for the approaching and equidistant scene;
(b) SD-minimum as function of the absolute pursuit velocity for two
durations, pooled over both types of scene (small aperture data only).
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Fig. 10. Top: Uncertainty in (a) motion direction; and (b) horizontal
heading after compensation by vector subtration, as function of
heading eccentricity, for fixation and 3°/s rightward pursuit. For
pursuit, two curves are drawn, with and without extra-retinal noise
(=0.3 and 0°/s, respectively), given =3.0°/s. Bottom (c– f): Rep-
resention of motion vectors and their uncertainties for heading to-
wards left, center or right. (c) and (d) represent retinal flow during
fixation and pursuit, respectively. (e) and (f) represent recovered optic
flow during pursuit, given noise-free and noisy extra-retinal signal,
respectively.
level. The change of the pattern of retinal flow from
parallel to radial, as shown in Fig. 10d during right-
ward pursuit, at the same time reduced the retinal
velocities. If thresholds for the perceived motion veloc-
ity obeyed Weber’s law (McKee, 1981; De Bruyn &
Orban, 1988), then motion vectors were more precisely
encoded accordingly. When one may assume that local
subtraction by the extra-retinal signal occurred noise-
free, one could argue that the recovered motion vectors
during pursuit (Fig. 10e) were more precisely encoded
than the motion vectors during fixation (Fig. 10c).
Could this explanation in terms of vector subtraction
account for the change in perceived heading precision
that we observed during pursuit?
This alternative hypothesis hinges on a number of
assumptions regarding retinal motion encoding and the
precision of the extra-retinal signal. To get insight into
this, we modelled (see Appendix A) the effect of pursuit
on the precision of locally encoded motion direction
(Fig. 10a), and the subsequently recovered heading
(Fig. 10b) for the vector subtraction model. These
curves as function of heading show that pursuit can
shift the minimum of perceived heading variability, on
the assumption that the extra-retinal signal is noise-free
(Fig. 10e). Given a noisy extra-retinal signal (Fig. 10f),
however, pursuit only leads to a general increased
variability in locally recovered motion direction. Conse-
quently, it increases heading variability, but does not
shift the locus of the minimum. Although we deemed it
unlikely, we could not exclude a (very) low extra-retinal
noise level. Therefore, we sought to test the alternative
hypothesis psychophysically.
The rationale behind our second experiment is as
follows. For the vector subtraction model to hold, the
pattern of recovered flow during fixation and during
pursuit is the same (Fig. 10c and e). The only way the
heading variability curve may be shifted in the pursuit
condition (Fig. 10b, pursuit noise-free ), is that for
some heading direction opposite to the pursuit direc-
tion, the directional precision of recovered motion vec-
tors is lower than during fixation (Fig. 10a).
Conversely, if the directional precision of the recovered
local motion vector is increased or equal during pursuit
with respect to fixation, given the same head-centric
flow, then one has ruled out any type of compensation
that retrieves optic flow locally. Because the vector
subtraction scheme recovers local head-centric flow, the
pattern of motion does not matter for our analysis.
Thus, just as for the radial pattern of flow, eye pursuit
that reduces the flow on the retina, should increase
precision of the measured flow relative to the head.
Few studies have been conducted on the precision of
perceived motion during pursuit. Kowler and McKee
(1987) reported a striking similarity between perceptual
and oculomotor measures of precision of speed, in a
task of judging target velocity or pursuing a target by
4. Experiment II: perceived head-centric direction and
its variability
4.1. Alternatie hypothesis
Experiment I showed that precision in perceived
heading is affected by the retinal flow structure as
predicted by a mechanism that uses the extra-retinal
signal to compensate for the effect of eye rotation at a
level beyond local motion pooling. This would be in
line with the velocity gain field model. So far, however,
we did not take into account possible variations in the
precision with which motion is represented at a local
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eye, respectively. However, oculo-motor precision
would be much lower when plotted as function of the
retinal instead of target velocity, so that retinal veloc-
ities alone cannot account for the oculo-motor data.
Turano and Heidenreich (1996) showed that speed dis-
crimination thresholds follow retinal speed predictions,
but only when the eye moves opposite to or at lower
speed than a 0.5 or 2°/s moving background. For
heading perception, however, it is not the distribution
of local motion speeds, but of local motion directions
that forms the essential input (Warren, Blackwell,
Kurtz, Hatsopoulus, & Kalish, 1991). No studies exam-
ined the effect of pursuit on precision of perceived
direction. In our second experiment we tested whether
the reduction of retinal motion during pursuit is of
benefit to the precision of perceived local motion
direction.
4.2. Methods
Subjects were asked to judge the direction of uniform
flow within the aperture during fixation and during
horizontal pursuit. To keep conditions comparable to
Experiment I, we presented the aperture stimulus with
the 0.5 s approaching scene, but now we simulated
translation parallel to the fronto-parallel plane, with
130 dots visible on average. The direction sim of
uniform flow was chosen randomly from one of 6
directions (22.5, 45, 67.5°), angles defined with
respect to the horizontal (Fig. 11a). Subjects either
fixated a stationary point, or made a horizontal pursuit
eye movement (3°/s) that, if accurately executed,
would null the horizontal component of flow on the
retina. At the end of the scene motion, a red line
appeared as the pointer. The line was 20° of length with
the 10° central segment left out (Fig. 11b). Subjects
were to adjust the direction  of this line to align it
with their perceived direction of the flow. We aided
subjects in basing their judgement on flow with respect
to the head, not the retinal flow, by presenting the
head-centric stationary red line already during the 950
ms interval preceding the flow (Fig. 11b). To prevent a
bias in response by the orientation of this reference line,
we randomly varied its direction from trial to trial
(22.5, 45, 67.5 or 90°). Trials were presented
in eight pursuit blocks. Each block consisted of 48 trials
(six flow directions×eight reference directions), pre-
sented in random order. The horizontal component of
flow was reversed after each pair of blocks. Fixation
and pursuit condition were alternated in subsequent
block pairs. No practice trials were given.
4.3. Results
As in Experiment I, each condition (pursuit condi-
tion, flow direction sim) was presented 16 times. This
allowed us to evaluate the perceived flow direction
(mean perc) and its uncertainty (standard deviation
SD) per condition for each subject. The mean error in
perceived direction and its standard deviation are plot-
ted in Fig. 12 as function of the absolute direction of
simulated flow (sim) for fixation and pursuit. Accord-
ing to noise-free vector subtraction, the direction of
perceived flow should be more precise during pursuit
than during fixation. Fig. 12a clearly shows that the
uncertainty (SD) in the perceived motion direction is
not decreased during pursuit. For every subject at any
given orientation, the hypothesis that SD during fixa-
tion is larger than SD during pursuit is rejected (P
0.01, one-tailed unpaired t-tests). On the contrary, we
find pursuit increases the SD. This opposite effect is
even largest for the 22.5° direction (Fig. 12a), which is
exactly the direction of flow vectors within the aperture
(Fig. 11c, left) for which noise-free vector subtraction
Fig. 11. (a) Possible direction and magnitudes of uniform flow on the
screen as function of oriention sim and sign of the simulated
rotation. The horizontal component of the flow velocity is fixed at
3°/s. For left and right ward flow, a trial block with stationary or a
moving pursuit target was presented (top row). The pursuit velocity is
of the same magnitude and in the same direction as the horizontal
component of flow on the screen; (b) snapshots of stimulus (pursuit
target, reference line and uniformly moving dots) within a pursuit
trial, taken at the onset of the stationary target (0 ms), target motion
(200 ms), uniform motion (950 ms), or at the end of the motion
sequence (1450 ms).
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Fig. 12. (a) The standard deviation in the perceived direction, plotted
as function of the absolute direction of flow during fixation and
pursuit. (b) Idem for the mean difference between perceived and
simulated direction of head-centric uniform flow. Errors for negative
sim have been collapsed. Also plotted is the range of predicted errors
when the responce is based purely on retinal flow, given a pursuit
gain between 0.7–1.0. Outliers that deviated more than 90° from the
simulated direction were omitted (1.6% of all trials), because they
may have been 180° out of phase since the line pointer represents
only the orientation, not the direction of perceived flow.
0.95). This evidence for substantial extra-retinal com-
pensation and the decrease rather than increase in
directional precision during pursuit, rules out an ex-
planation of the data from Experiment I in terms of
a noise-free local subtraction scheme.
5. General discussion
5.1. Summary
We examined whether the compensation for eye ro-
tation in the perception of heading occurs at an early
stage, before pooling of local motion has taken place
(vector subtraction model) or at a later stage (velocity
gain field model). To this end, we compared the vari-
able and systematic errors of perceived heading dur-
ing real eye movements and fixation. Under all
circumstances, we found minimal variable error in the
perceived heading whenever the center of retinal flow
– not the center of head-centric flow – was located
within the aperture. This meant that for rightward
pursuit headings to the left were more precise lo-
calised and vice versa. This is in agreement with ex-
tra-retinal interaction taking place beyond the level of
local motion pooling.
A significant part of the retinal flow change during
eye rotation was compensated for by the extra-retinal
signal, since systematic errors in perceived heading
were much smaller than the shift of the center of
retinal flow. We argued that a general compression of
perceived headings, might have increased our estimate
of the compensation. But even when taking into ac-
count this compression, by using the perceived
straight ahead heading (HP) as measure for the fail-
ure to compensate, we still find it to be significantly
smaller than the shift of the center of retinal flow in
the 3 s conditions (Fig. 8b). Thus, whether compres-
sion of perceived heading plays a role or not, we
observe shifts in SD-curves during pursuit that cannot
be accounted for by a failure to compensate.
The shifted curves of perceived heading variability
in Experiment I could be explained by a local scheme
to recover the optic flow, on the assumption that
precision of recovered flow directions is increased
when pursuit reduces retinal flow velocities. Experi-
ment II on judged direction of uniform flow, how-
ever, revealed precision was equal or even lower
during pursuit, while a substantial component of ro-
tational flow due to eye rotation was compensated.
Thus, the extra-retinal signal contributed to the com-
pensation, but did not lead to reduced directional un-
certainty. This ruled out the alternative explanation
of the data in Section 3 in terms of vector subtrac-
tion or other local schemes.
most strongly predicts a drop in SD (grey arrows,
Fig. 10a).
Fig. 12b shows that during fixation the difference
between the perceived and simulated flow direction is
small, apart from a slight bias towards the vertical
for off-diagonal directions. During pursuit, subjects
perceived the flow to be more vertical than simulated
on the screen, indicating that not all of the horizonal
retinal motion due to eye movement was compen-
sated. But, as Fig. 12b shows, the direction error is
still substantially smaller than the errors expected had
observers responded purely on the basis of retinal
flow, even given an assumed pursuit gain as low as
0.7 (the pursuit gain measured for subject JB was
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5.2. Alternatie extra-retinal models
Our data argues against an interaction of the extra-
retinal signal with visual units before local motion
signals have been pooled. This rejects compensation
mechanisms that use the extra-retinal signal for local
vector subtraction (Royden et al., 1994). Into this cate-
gory also falls the interaction with extra-retinal signals
that Lappe (1998) used to extend the population model
(Lappe & Rauschecker, 1993). Although he placed the
interaction at the level of MST neurons, it is formu-
lated in terms of subtracting eye movement related flow
before the activities are formed of neurons that analysis
the flow pattern.
In their template model Perrone and Stone (1994)
briefly discussed the use of extra-retinal signals. They
suggested that by appropriate inhibition or facilitation
of specific regions in maps of templates, the contribu-
tion of those templates that prefer a combination of
translation with rotation that does not match the eye’s
rotation could be reduced. Their suggestion complies
with an interaction at a level beyond local motion
pooling, but lacks detail to allow comparison with
experimental data. For instance, it is left open whether
the extra-retinal signal represents eye velocity, or also
encodes the direction of eye rotation. The use of tem-
plates with eye velocity gain fields requires only a
rate-coded representation of eye velocity, one for each
of the three cardinal directions (van den Berg &
Beintema, 1997; Beintema & van den Berg, 1998). A
rate-coded representation might be advantageous since
it requires less neurons than a population-coding to
represent all possible combinations of preferred veloc-
ities and directions of eye rotation. Also, the different
types of interaction reported from MST cells, such as
gain-modulation in proportion to the velocity of eye or
head, or shifting of the preferred retinal flow pattern
during pursuit (Bradley et al., 1996; Shenoy et al., 1996;
Shenoy, Bradeley, & Andersen, 1999) seem characteris-
tic properties that a model should account for
(Beintema & van den Berg, 1998).
5.3. Spatio-temporal aspects
The increase in extra-retinal compensation with
longer duration (Fig. 8b), supports the hypothesis that
the visual system relies less on the extra-retinal signal
when retinal flow is only briefly presented (Grigo &
Lappe, 1999). A prerequisite for demonstrating such
effect is that the retinal and extra-retinal signals on eye
rotation are conflicting. One such case is when simulat-
ing eye rotation, so that the retinal flow tells the eye is
rotating and the extra-retinal signal tells the eye is
stationary. During approach of a wall, the retinal flow
is ambiguous (Longuet-Higgins, 1984). As such, the
flow can hold correct and incorrect solutions on the
simulated self-motion. Grigo and Lappe (1999) showed
that for a large frontal plane (90×90°), people per-
ceived the heading that is simulated, but only for
shortly presented flow (0.5 ms). For a smaller field of
view (60×60°) the incorrect solution that ignored the
simulated eye rotation was perceived for all durations.
For longer duration, the incorrect solution was also
perceived for the large field of view, which Grigo and
Lappe explained by an increased reliance on the extra-
retinal signal. At first glance, our findings during real
eye rotation seem to argue against Grigo and Lappe’s
hypothesis, since we find errors that decrease with
longer duration. Yet, like their smaller stimulus, our
aperture stimulus (10×10°) does not allow a visual
decomposition so that the visual system by default
chooses the ‘incorrect’ solution that ignores the eye
rotation. Consequently, in this real pursuit case of
retinal and extra-retinal signal conflict, an increased
reliance on the extra-retinal signal with longer duration
would have promoted the ‘correct’ solution, explaining
the decrease in heading error we found.
Although the size of viewing aperture had only a
marginal effect on the failure to compensate for eye
rotation (Fig. 8a, b), we did find a significant effect of
viewing aperture on the slope of the perceived vs.
simulated heading (Fig. 9a). Furthermore, in the condi-
tion of maximal compensation (60° field of view at 3 s
duration), we still found small errors in perceived head-
ing during real pursuit in the direction of the CF shift.
This result seems to comply with recent data by Free-
man (1999), that refutes earlier evidence for complete
compensation during real eye movement (Warren &
Hannon, 1990; Royden, Bank, & Crowell, 1992;
Royden et al., 1994; Banks, Ehrlich, Backus, & Crow-
ell, 1996).
5.4. Perceied direction of flow during pursuit
Since we find a considerable bias to perceive the
simulated flow direction towards the vertical during
horizontal pursuit (Section 4), we wished to compare
our findings to the literature. Because the direction of
retinal velocity during pursuit was close to vertical, the
deviation may be explained as an underestimation of
the extra-retinal signal (see Wertheim, 1994 for a re-
view). Alternatively, it may also result from an overesti-
mation of the retinal signal (Freeman & Banks, 1998).
The latter proposed that perceived head-centric flow is
the weighted subtraction of the actual retinal velocity
and the eye velocity. They find that the ratio of the
extra-retinal weight e and the retinal weight r ranges
from 0.6 for high spatial frequencies (1 cpd) to 1.2 for
low spatial (0.1 cpd) frequencies. As we wish only to
compare data, not differentiate between types of extra-
retinal interaction, we here use a vector subtraction
model like Freeman and Banks to quantify the e/r
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ratio. Writing the 2D perceived head-centric velocity H
as the sum of the 2D retinal velocity and 2D pursuit
velocity, weighted with an extra-retinal gain factor e











Here, gp indicates the pursuit gain (assumed to be
0.85) and  (3.0°/s) indicates the horizontal velocity of
the pursuit target, which equals the flow on the screen.
The vertical velocity  is purely retinal and increases
with the tangent of simulated flow direction sim. The
ratio e/r follows from the tangent of the perceived
head-centric flow direction (tan perc=/h):
tan sim/tan perc=1+gp(e/r−1).
The e/r ratio computed this way is plotted in Fig. 13.
It varies considerably between subjects and flow direc-
tions (SD=0.5), and has a mean of about 0.5.
Hence, we find a value close to the low value (0.6)
found for high spatial frequencies by Freeman and
Banks (1998).
5.5. Conclusions
For small viewing apertures we find that the preci-
sion of perceived heading depends on pursuit. The
findings confirm our hypothesis that interaction takes
place after pooling of retinal motion signals (Beintema
& van den Berg, 1998), and do not support an alterna-
tive hypothesis of vector subtraction (Royden et al.,
1994). Furthermore, we find an influence of duration
and field of view on the accuracy of perceived heading
during pursuit. The decreased accuracy during pursuit
for shorter presented flow supports a recent hypothesis
by Grigo and Lappe (1999) that the extra-retinal signal
is less relied on for brief durations.
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Appendix A
We here model the effect of pursuit on the heading
uncertainty under the assumption of vector subtraction
compensation that uses a noisy or noise-free extra-reti-
nal signal. In our analysis we make three explicit as-
sumptions. Firstly, we assume heading and its
uncertainty is estimated from the direction of a single
flow vector and its directional uncertainty. The depen-
dency on local speed estimates we ruled out in experi-
ment by randomizing the translational speed. Secondly,
we assume that directional and speed uncertainties both
follow Weber’s law. Thirdly, we assume that noise in
the vector representation of retinal motion and in the
extra-retinal signal combine quadratically.
Since the heading direction is restricted to the hori-
zontal plane, its eccentricity h is related to the direction
 of a motion vector, situated at the top or bottom of





Differentiation with respect to  shows that a small
directional uncertainty  in the motion vector causes a










Note, by computing heading on the basis of a single
motion vector (assumption 1) instead of all vectors (e.g.
Koenderink & van Doorn, 1987) least-squares ap-
proach), we present an analysis that actually favours an
explanation of our experimental data in terms of vector
subtraction. The vector subtraction explanation re-
quires motion detection thresholds to follow Weber’s
Law, i.e. thresholds that decrease with reduced retinal
velocities. Weber’s Law, however, no longer holds for
motion vectors closer to the center of radial flow,
because their retinal velocities are smaller than 1°/s, in
which case the Weber fraction rises. The hypothesised
effect of reduced retinal motion during pursuit on the
Fig. 13. (a) Ratio of extra-retinal gain over retinal gain as a function
of the absolute flow direction simfor each subject. Because division
by the tangent of perceived directions near zero would cause large
variation in the e/r-ratio, we excluded 0.8% of all datapoints for
which the e/r-ratio deviated more than three times the SD from the
mean.
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Fig. 14. Geometrical relation between the direction  of a motion
vector at the top of the aperature (diameter ) and the heading
direction h (solid circle), and their uncertainties  and h. Also
shown is the assumed relation between speed uncertainty and direc-
tion uncertainty  given speed s.
perceived retinal motion vector during pursuit, then the
speed uncertainty of the recovered vector, followed by
its directional uncertainty. The retinal speed sp during
pursuit (R=3°/s) has a translational and rotational














According to Eq. (6) the retinal speed uncertainty
equals 0.1 sp. This equals the speed uncertainty of the
recovered flow vector under the assumption that the
subtraction by the extra-retinal signal occurs noise-free
(see Fig. 10e, noise-free recovered flow and its errors).
Since the speed of the recovered vector equals the
retinal speed during fixation (sf, Eq. (7)), assuming
complete compensation, the directional uncertainty ac-
cording to Eq. (5) equals the ratio of speed uncertainty
during pursuit and speed during fixation (0.1 sp/sf rad).
Hence, the directional uncertainty is reduced at heading
eccentricities to the left in excess of 8° (Fig. 10a:
compare noise-free with fixation). The increased preci-
sion of local recovered motion counters the geometric
effect of increased parallel recovered flow for a range of
heading eccentricities up to about 20°. Effectively, the
heading for which heading uncertainty reaches its mini-
mum is shifted with respect to fixation (Fig. 10b: com-
pare noise-free with fixation).
If, however, the vector representation of the extra-
retinal signal also has an uncertainty (se). Assuming
that the extra-retinal and retinal noise adds quadrati-






The recovered optic flow and its motion uncertainties
given a noisy extra-retinal signal are shown in Fig. 10f.
In this case, we took the extra-retinal uncertainty to be
in the range of perceptual thresholds for detecting 3°/s
retinal speed (se0.3°/s). As Fig. 10a shows, a noisy
extra-retinal signal increases the directional uncertainty
during pursuit (compare noisy  and fixation). Conse-
quently, the shift of the heading uncertainty curve is
much reduced (Fig. 10b: compare noisy with noise-free
). This shows that vector subtraction can only account
for a shift in the heading uncertainty curve under the
assumption of a virtually noise-free extra-retinal signal.
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uncertainty in local motion direction and recovered
heading, will therefore be less than computed here if we
take all vectors into account.
Our second assumption is that the uncertainty in the
representation of a motion vector is roughly radially
symmetric. That is, the directional uncertainty in terms
of a speed error orthogonal to the motion vector ( s)
equals the speed error s along the motion vector (see
Fig. 14):
s/s. (5)
This assumption seems justified for the retinal speeds
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of heading is plotted in Fig. 10b (fixation).
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